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Rallye Dalmatia facts:
The “Rallye Dalmatia” is organized by the EFC4U, a very experienced team on the enduro
and rally sector. The event orients itself in the touristic, sporting rally segment and takes
place in the north of Dalmatia. The Dalmatia offers the drivers a week of fun and
navigation through approx. 1000km, mostly offroad and everything else what makes a
rally to a rally. The hotel is right beside the sea, near by the center of Biograd/nm and
offers accompanying persons a beautiful vacation and to be nevertheless in the middle of
the rally.

Rallye Dalmatia performance:
â Prologue and 4 driving days following the roadbook, total distance approx. 1000km

with much offroad
â Accommodation in a ****Hotel with half board and wellness area
â Medical assistance from our medical and physical attendance.
â Technical assistance provided by our team of mechanics (only small defects)

Rallye Dalmatia costs:
Payment till 01.02.2012:
Payment till 15.04.2012:

Driver (Motorcycle/Quad/ATV): 799 €
Driver (Motorcycle/Quad/ATV): 869 €
Companion:
399 € (Childs till 7 Years free)

Rallye Dalmatia class:
Ladies
Motorcycles up to 180kg (net weight)
Motorcycles above 180kg (net weight)
Oldmen (+ 50)
Quads and ATVs
Additional class: Team with 3-5 team members

Rallye Dalmatia ranking:
Evaluations according to the values determined by the organizer or his marshals for the
connection stages, the check points, the navigation - and special stages.

Rallye Dalmatia recommends- precondition:
Off-road tyres, Tripp master, roadbook holder, map of Croatia 1:250 000 and a compass are
recommended.
The vehicle must be certified for public roads, possess an official registration sign and have a
reach of a tank filling of at least 150 km.
The driver needs a valid driving license.
Prohibited: To leave the roadbook track.
To avoid: Excessive noise generation and to exceed the speed limit in the local area and/or in
villages.

Rallye Dalmatia course (sequence of events):
Saturday 05.05.2012
Sunday
06.05.2012
Monday
07.05.2012
Tuesday
08.05.2012
Wednesday 09.05.2012
Thursday 10.05.2012
Friday
11.05.2012
Saturday 12.05.2012

Arrival
Arrival, administrative und technical check, Prologue
1st Stage with 2 Special stages
2nd Stage with 2 Special stages
Rest-day for men and machine
3rd Stage with 2 Special stages
4th Stage with 2 Special stages; presentation ceremony in the evening
Departure

Rallye Dalmatia reservation:
The organizer can reject nominations without cause, change the program, cancel or add parts,

extend or shorten the stage distance and change valuation classifications.

